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Deep inside there's a space 
With a soul full of tenderness 
Deep within there is a collision 
Of some warm and cold emptiness 

Everyday grows a feeling of closeness 
And all I know, there is no harm 
Cause the soft ache turns to healing I guess 
In a matter of time I'll be in your arms 

Cause everyday you are gone 
I walk on shells as brittle as bone 
Seeing every moment go bye 
Feels like a million years alone 

Everyday grows a feeling of closeness 
And all I know, there is no harm 
Cause the soft ache turns to healing I guess 
In a matter of time I'll be in your arms 

In your arms again 
Tight full of warmth is all the proof 
Another feeling of soaring high 
Above the clouds on the worlds roof 
Wishing that it never ends 
Every moment becomes so smooth 
When I'm in your arms again 
Holding another moment we can't lose 

A soft breeze whispers in my ear 
A voice I know to good and well 
Keeps me pure and at ease 
Through the times I could of fell 
Cause everyday comes a corner 
Another bend to your door 
Another soft kiss gently waits 
We both won't have to wait anymore 

And everyday, grows a feeling of closeness 
And all I know, there is no harm 
Cause the soft ache turns to healing I guess 
In a matter of time I'll be in your arms 
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In your arms again 
Tight full of warmth is all the proof 
Another feeling of soaring high 
Above the clouds on the worlds roof 
Wishing that it never ends 
Every moment becomes so smooth 
When I'm in your arms again 
Holding another moment we can't lose 

When I'm in your arms again 
Another moment we can't lose 
When I'm in your arms again 
Holding another moment we can never lose 
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